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The Inside Line 
By Walt Lietz 

It’s April and Spring, day
-light saving time, the 
warm weather, and some 

great news, all arrived together. More 
in a moment but let me give you an up-

date on the PCA National Directors 
Board Meeting and the Zone 7 Presi-
dents Meeting held on February 20-21 

in San Jose. 

Zone 7 hosted the PCA National 

Board of Directors Meeting for two 
hours on Saturday. Porsche A.G. re-
ported 2009 sales of 19,696 vehicles 

which is down but not that bad consid-
ering the overall economy. They also 

stated that Porsche is working closely 
with dealerships across the nation to 
connect more effectively with PCA 

members. They are offering dealers at 
50% rebate on money spent supporting 

PCA regional events and are tracking 
PCA participation by dealers. This is all 
good news for our active dealerships 

like Fremont Porsche and gives us an 
opportunity to talk to less active dealer-

ships. Our Zone Chair, Sharon Neidel, is 
also available to join us at dealership 
meetings to discuss ways of building 

greater dealership support. 

Other news included an increase in an-

nual PCA membership to $46 per year, 
the renewal PCA insurance coverage for 

the regions, an iPhone PCA applica-
tion  is coming out on April 10, cost 
$2.99, which will provide access to re-

gions, Porsche service locations (not 
just dealerships), all events, etc. This is 

a great way to find a PCA activity wher-
ever you happen to be and an opportu-
nity to sell ads to local Porsche service 

providers. For example - if you buy an 
ad in the Advocate we can put you on 

our National iPhone directory.  The PCA 
Regional Procedure Manual (PCA 

RPM) is now available online at the Na-

tional web-site. This includes all the 
forms which can now be printed out di-

rectly. That way you will know that you 

have the latest version of the form. 

A new location for the 2011 Parade will 

be announced (Killington, VT is out) 
and the first Escape to be held in Can-

ada is set for September 2010 at Sun 

Peak, British Columbia. 

The Zone 7 Presidents Meeting was 

conducted by Sharon Neidel, she cov-
ered some of the new rules for children 

under 18 years old at PCA events. They 
cannot ride along in rally and in Driver 
Education events, PCA has a new re-

lease form which both parents must 
sign. The region presidents discussed 

their efforts to work more closely with 
dealerships as well as the use of a 

monthly newsletter to keep members 

up to date on events. 

The good news from National is the 

availability of two Boxster Spyders for 
DE events. Luis Solar is working with 

Vu Nguyen (PCA National Council) is 
see if we can get them at our July 15th 
Driver Education event at Thunderhill! 

The Boxster Spyder is a very light-
weight, high powered version of the 

mid-engine Porsche designed for the 
track. Hopefully Luis will be successful 
and drivers will be able to take one for 

a spin around the track. 

Remember the Filoli Garden Tour on 

April 10th, the price has been reduced 
to $34 per person and the Bocce Ball 
Tour and Dinner on April 17. Both 

were wonderful events last year. 

Drive with joy and care! 

Walt 
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Part 2 

FISH OUT OF WATER   By Jim McClelland 

Design As You Go 
 
But wait - there's more!  Of course we're not done.  The rear tires, in all their 225 glory, stick 

out of the rear fenders about 2 inches.  On Thursday morning (one day to go), we dive over to 

the hardware store and buy a pack of 18 gauge sheet metal.  Up to Tom Martenot's again.  

Scribe and cut the sheet metal into 3 inch wide strips.  Slice the rear fenders off the car about 

1/4 inch away from where they mount to the Bug body.  Clean off all the undercoating where 

welding will take place.  Tom welds the strips to the remaining slice of fenders that are still on 

the car.  I position, clamp, lean and grunt while Tom welds the fenders to the now-in-place 

strips.  It looks hideous, but it's awesome!  Not wanting it to rust, but fully playing up to the 

whole "LeMons" culture, I paint the modified areas with rattle can clear coat. 

  Now we can lower the rear of the car.  Arriv     

 ing home from Tom's around 4:30 Thursday 

 afternoon (20 hours to go), up goes the 

 Lemons Bug on jack stands, and we pro

 ceed to pull the rear spring plates and tor

 sion bars off the car. This takes a while.  

 Kerry comes over after the evening Masters 

 team workout around 8:30 (16 hours to go) 

 to check out the widened fenders, and sees 

 no rear suspension on the car. Kerry has 

 the faith of the Pope. He smiled, said "That 

 looks great!" and went home. I am sure he 

did not sleep that night. We had the lowering 

job all done around 11:00.  13 hours to go. 

There was a little bit more wiring to do on Friday morning (tail and brake lights, since they 

were disconnected to take the rear fenders off, and we were going to flat tow the Bug behind 

the Suburban).  We wanted to leave for Thunderhill by noon, but finally set off (in pouring 

down rain) around 1:30, about an hour "late."  After a requisite stop at the In-N-Out in Vaca-

ville, we made it to the track around 4:30. 

Getting Set Up and Tech'd 

There were a mere 163 teams entered for this event.  If each team has an average of five driv-

ers and a few crew members and groupies, approximately 1,000 people were milling around a 

completely packed paddock. There was absolutely no room for our team, and there was a 

good chance at the time that we were not the last team to arrive. Learned LeMons Lesson #1:  

arrive before noon. 

There was a small space adjacent to the Armco barrier at the back of the paddock, directly 

across from turn 13. This turned out to be a fortuitous spot for our team. We had just enough 
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room to set up the purple Walnut Creek Masters EZ-Up (with "Purple Lemons Racing" banner) 

and park three team member cars perpendicular to the Armco. This was a perfect spot to see 

some of the most exciting action on the track (constant occurrences of four wide racing 

through 12 and 13) and to hold up our "Pit 62" board. 

We passed all but three parts of the tech inspection.  We needed to tape over all the lights, 

including clear packing tape on the brake lights, install cotter keys in the harness hardware, 

and get the master cut off switch to function properly.  A quick trip to the Willows Wal-Mart pro-

vided the required materials - tape for the lights and paper clips for the harness hardware.  

The master kill switch situation was corrected by wiring the power circuit from the ignition 

switch to the coil through the kill switch.  (I dutifully pounded myself on the forehead with the 

heel of my hand…  bonehead mistake.) 

The tech guys mentioned nothing about the Weber carb (as useless as it was).  They ex-

pressed some befuddlement that we would bring an air cooled Veedub. 

Race Day and Slow Lane Paddling 

After an informative drivers' meeting, drivers and cars began their migration onto the hot pit 

lane, with some kind of  logic being implemented for which of the two lanes each car would 

line up in.  Kerry, our esteemed captain and financier of the entry fees, drove first. 

Due to the fact that 4 of our 5 team drivers had never driven on a race track before, let alone in 

a race situation, we planned on and executed 40 minute driving stints. This seemed to be an 

adequate period of time. At the end of two stints we would refill the gas tank with 7 or 8 gallons 

of unleaded 91. Driver change stops were required to take place at each team's spot in the 

paddock. These took 5 minutes. With gas 

they took 10. Our goal was to merely be 

running at the end, and to use this event as 

an extended shake down of the car. 

It became immediately evident that we were 

going to be one of the slowest, if not THE 

slowest car in the race. If our Lemons Bug 

made 50 hp, it had to be with a tail wind and 

the cold November temperatures. We 

ended up looking in the rear view mirrors 

more than we did the windshield.  Seriously! 

However, we were evidently a 98th percentile car through the corners.  We could hang with 

anybody through any of Thunderhill's 15 turns.  It was a very rare occasion that we could actu-

ally clip an apex, as we constantly were on the lookout to provide the inside lane to faster cars.  

(Stay-Out-Of-The-Way Discovery:  for those of you with suspensions with more of a "street" 

setting than a "track" setting, the entire area on the inside of the turn 15 apex berm is paved, 

since it's also the left side of the pit entrance.  This in essence moves the apex about 15 feet in 

toward the right, allowing more speed and a flatter angle to the turn exit berm!)  
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The engine in our beloved little racer was so devoid of power, it could actually hold speed bet-

ter in 3rd gear than it could in 4th.  My recollection was that the only time we got it into 4th was 

down the hill between turns 9 and 10.  We sort of needed second gear only twice - for about 

two seconds after the apex at turn 5, and for the sole purpose of making as much noise as we 

could for the spectators lining the fence outside of turn 11!  You know you are woefully short 

on power when you can stand on the gas all the way around turn 3! 

It would be misleading to the reader if I did not mention that all of us on the Purple Lemons 

Racing team were disappointed that the car was not more competitive than it was.  However, 

by the end of Saturday we realized that we were running in the high 80's positions (out of 163), 

so we quickly recalibrated our team goal from merely running at the end to boldly finishing in 

the top half!  The wellsprings of enthusiasm and adrenaline again flowed!  High fives and fist 

pumping soon followed! 

I was provided the opportunity of being the first driver on Sunday.  There was some familiarity 

to the situation, provided mostly by the fact that I was sitting in the same seat and secured by 

the same harness that is used in the 914.  Once in motion, however, the Mighty Lemons Bug 

felt and sounded different.  More like my mom's old 40 hp '65 than my 85 hp '68, and DEFI-

NITELY different than our 235 hp 914.  As I bombed down the hot pit lane for the first time to 

enter the track, I had the sensation that this was going to take some getting used to.  As I be-

came accustomed to what the brakes could do, and what the engine could not do, it became 

clear that the order of the day was going to be "momentum" - with a capital MO. 

I will confess to the reader that even with the accelerative power of the Goodyear blimp, this 

car was an absolute blast to drive. To keep a constant eye on the mirrors was an amazing 

education.  A 1500 lb. car on 205 and 225 tires is definitely on rails.  To not have to brake for 1 

or 2 or 3 or 4 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 was absolutely hilarious I believe 

that we surprised many of the other competitors with the fact that we only gave up 5 mph for 

corners (none in turns 1, 7 or 8) while they were giving up 30 or 40 mph. I gave them the in-

side lane to the apex, but I was still there alongside them at the exit.  Woo-hoo! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During a stint later in the day, I was able to catch one of the two cars that were slower than our 

Lemons Bug, an old '65 Corvair and one of those first generation Voyager minivans. I caught 

the Corvair going up the ill to turn 5, stayed on its tail through 5A, keeping wide and setting 
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The Corvair up so I could tke the inside line through 6. (All this at full throttle, mind you.)  This 

had to be the highlight of the day - passing someone!  The Corvair and I were neck and neck 

coming out of 6, with the Lemons Bug puffing (not blowing) past the Corvair between 6 and 7.  

As I checked all the mirrors to make sure it was clear to move back to the right in front of the 

Corvair, there they were - about 15 faster cars, all stacked up waiting for the snow to melt - I 

mean - for me to complete my pass.  I believe that all 15 had passed me by the time we 

reached turn 9… 

Fortunately, I did not embarrass myself amongst the Purple Lemons team with my lap times, 

being "quickest" (yes, we used that term) with 2:45 laps.  Chris got right into it, with 2:46s and 

2:47s.  Kerry and Steve were right there with 2:50s to 2:55s, and Penny was rock solid with 

consistent 3:00s. 

Sunday morning, Kerry had checked the live scoring computer, and reported that we were 

82nd.  Top half, here we come!  Throughout the day we were anywhere from 79th to 89th, so 

the excitement was beginning to build if were indeed going to be able to meet our "top half" 

goal.  Chris drove the final stint, and as he did, I wandered around to watch him from the out-

side of turns 1 and 11, regularly checking the live scoring computer.  With a few minutes left in 

the race, we were firmly ensconced in 65th!  It appeared that we were going to best almost 

100 cars!! 

When Chris came back to our spot in the paddock after the checker flew, we each had a great 

sense of satisfaction that we achieved our primary goal of running at the checkered flag.  To 

finish as well as we did with the third slowest car of the field was nothing short of amazing, and 

we felt very lucky.  Of the 64 cars that finished ahead of us, two were "cousins" (a Golf in 10th 

and a Rabbit in 11th).  The Mighty Lemons Bug was as dependable as those old VW TV ads 

claimed.  Of the 98 cars that finished behind us in the lap count, there were a 928 (74th), a 

914 (90th), another Rabbit (96th), a 924 (117th) and beautiful big winged 944 Turbo that spent 

most of its weekend on jack stands (151st).  As dusk was turning to darkness, we all patted 

our Mighty Lemons Bug on its roof or hood for a job well done, and began loading up our gear 

into the back of the Suburban, and installed the tow bar onto our humble racer. 

We sauntered down to the overhang in front of the tower building, where Jay Lamm was set 

up to announce the various awards for the race:  silly awards, best themed team award, and 

the overall winner's award.  Jay congratulated all the participants for a very safe and incident 

free race (although three cars went on their respective roofs). 

He then announced that the first trophy to be awarded was the "Index of Effluence Award", the 

most important award, even more so than the overall winner's award, since it reflected what 

the 24 Hours of LeMons was truly about - "the most from the least", entering a car that was the 

complete opposite of what a race car is, and having a good time.  "This particular car," Jay 

continued, "had no business being on a race track, let alone finishing mid pack.  Even though 

they were one of the very slowest cars on the track, I never got a complaint that they held any-

body up - they did a great job of staying out of the way.  The Index of Effluence Award goes to 

#62 - The Bug!" 
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By this time it was around 5:30 p.m., and with the general agreement that we didn't want all 

these good feelings to end, the Purple Lemons team went back to the Casa Ramos restaurant 

(for the third night in a row), to bask in our 50 hp glory and relive all the highlights of the week-

end.  Chris and I schemed over ways to make the Mighty Lemons Bug achieve faster lap 

times... 

This was truly the most fun with a car I have ever had, so plans are being made for the next 24 

Hours of LeMons at Thunderhill, in August!  Be there.  Aloha. 
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    Primary Members 549 
    Affiliate Members 399 
    Total Members 948 

 

Welcome to New Members 

New Members 

Aviado, Lawrence L  

Albert Andrew Aviado - Affiliate member 
2000 Carrera—Black 

Eichenberger, Carl  2008 Boxster—Black 

Griffith, James C  

Kue King - Affiliate member  
1984 944—Black 

Hollfelder, John  1999 996 C4—Gray 

Kallerud, Thor  2008 911 Turbo Blue 

Rossi, Fedele A  

Debra Rossi - Affiliate member (Wife) 
2009 911—Gray 

Witt, Gregory J.,  1987 Carrera—White 

Total New Members:  7  
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The Yank Tank 

By Lillie Echevarria 

Early this year, I escaped on a last-minute Canadian tour to 
the prohibited island of Cuba.  The birthplace of Mojitos, Co-
hibas and Guajira probably holds the largest inventory of pre
-60‟s American Classics per square mile, as the 2002 film 

 “Yank Tanks” kindly labeled them. 

Pre- Revolution Cuba became the largest importer of Ameri-
can cars, middle-class families prefered Chevys and 
Oldsmobiles  mainly. After the US Embargo in 1960, only 
Russian imports were seen for government use. Lately with 
European and Asian businesses sprawling offices in town, 
you can catch a glimpse of new machines rolling thru Ha-
vana streets sporadically  
 
 

Owning a car in Cuba is a luxury.  Owning a Yank Tank requires the owner to become a savvy 
resourceful mechanic.  Diesel motors are installed to defer the high Petrol costs (about $8US/
gallon); parts are scare thus you learn to fabricate your own or install Czech, Russian counter-
parts. 

 
 
Most owners appeal to the tourist 
masses by using these beauties 
as Taxis or they are hired to pa-
rade a  „quinceanera‟ (girl‟s 15-
year birthday celebration) or a 
newly-wed couple  
 
 

Apart from Varadero (the Cuban Cancun coastline) and Havana, transportation requires pa-
tience and lots of planning.  Few public buses are available and pre-paid tickets are required 
for those  with comfortable seats.  Last minute travel is time consuming and can take days to 
reach a destination.  Government employees in yellow coats manage the demand/supply.  Bici
-taxi, Coco-taxi, Moto-taxi, Buggy-taxi and Carriage-taxi are often seen to compensate larger 
truck options.  
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Special Notice 

What’s Happening:  Zone 7 Concours School 

When:  Saturday, April 17  9:30—4:00 

Where:  Niello Porsche 4525 Granite Drive, Rocklin, CA 95677 

Description:  Learn how to become a Concours judge, including the secrets of win-

ning from the experts, at our 2010 Zone 7 Concours School, to be held at Niello Por-

sche‟s spacious and state-of-the-art service facility. 

This school is open to all PCA members, and will qualify you as a Zone 7 Concours 

judge. Novice and expert Concours participants can learn the finer points of preparing 

their Porsche for Concours competition. No prior experience is necessary to attend the 

school.  

Topics will include: 

1) Detailed information on the Zone 7 Competition rules and classes of competition 

2) Judging major classifications of vehicles, including tips from Zone 7 model experts 

3) Hands-on judging exercises 

4) Detailing and vehicle preparation from the experts. Spend the day with your fellow 

club members and some of the best Porsches anywhere.  

Registration includes all course materials and certificate of completion. Be sure to reg-

ister early, as seating is limited. 

Registration deadline is April 9, 2010 

Please RSVP to: Zone 7 Concours School, Attn: Mark Gersh • 3631 Country Club 

Drive • Redwood City, CA 94061 magersh@earthlink.net • 408-242-0893  

For more information check: http://lpr.pca.org/flyers/20100417_Z7ConcoursSchool.pdf 

http://lpr.pca.org/flyers/20100417_Z7ConcoursSchool.pdf
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The Joint Breakfast That Wasn’t 
Have you ever made plans to have some new people over for dinner to 
get better acquainted and no one showed up? Maybe there was a misun-
derstanding on the time or location. Well, it can happen to the best 
of us. 

This is just what happened recently when the local Ferrari Club and 
Diablo Porsche club decided to get together for breakfast and share 
track stories. Who knows what wires got crossed, but there were over 
30 hungry Porsche drivers who converged on Mimi’s Café in Dublin, but 
no Ferraris were in sight. 

We will try for another date in the near future. Stay tuned for the 
details. However, Doug Wiebe took some super pictures of the fes-
tivites, including one new member—Bob Colin standing proudly next to 
his gray Boxster. 

 

Check out just one row of beautiful cars! 



 

 

Check out the long ta-
ble and booths filled 
with hungry Porsche 
members. 
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Another row of gorgeous beauties. 
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Food and Friends 
One great thing about being a member of the Diablo Region Porsche 

Club is getting together with friends over food to discuss cars, trav-

els and just life in general. There are two regularly scheduled gath-

erings each month. Check your calendar and try to attend soon. 

The Saturday Morning Breakfast is held every Saturday at 8 AM at 

Marie Callender’s in Walnut Creek at 1101 S. California Blvd. 

The 3rd Thursday Dinner is held the third Thursday of every month 

at 6:30 PM at Strizzis in Danville at 3456 Camino Tassajara 
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Have you contacted Kelli Camara yet? Do you have your Diablo Region gear 

yet? There are hats, shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, totes and more all bearing 
either the Porsche or Diablo Region logos. 

There is a link on the Diablo Region web site: http://dia.pca.org/. Or you 
can contact Kelli using her email at goodiestore@diablo-pca.org. Or call 

Kelli at 925-778-1048. Be sure to get your Diablo gear for the next tour or 
day at the track. Remember that these items make great birthday gifts. 
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